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The top five 

A global study has found British lawyers are more likely to be bullied in the workplace 

than elsewhere in the world. Almost two-thirds (62%) of female and 41% of male lawyers 

in the UK said they had been bullied, compared to international averages of 55% and 30%. 

The proportion of women reporting sexual harassment was slightly above the norm at 38%, 

compared to 36.6% globally, while for men it was slightly below at 6%, compared to 7.4%. 

More positively, legal workplaces in the UK were far more likely to have anti-bullying policies 

in place than the international average – 79% compared to 53% - and these experienced 

‘considerably less’ bullying. The study was carried out by the International Bar Association, 

which called on employers to revise and implement policies and standards, introduce regular 

training and improve existing reporting channels. 

The Social Mobility Commission’s sixth State of the Nation report reveals that social 

mobility has been stagnant for the last four years. Of relevance to legal services, a key 

finding is that the better off are nearly 80% more likely to end up in professional jobs than 

those from a working-class background. Even when people from disadvantaged 

backgrounds land a professional job, they earn 17% less than their privileged colleagues. 

In written evidence to the Commons’ international trade select committee, Alison Hook, a 

leading commentator on international legal services matters, argued that the UK has been 

“dependent on the EU” for the liberalisation of legal services around the world and 

will struggle to match this post-Brexit. She argued that the movement of people across 

jurisdictions is critical to the ability of professional services firms to expand internationally. 

EU free trade agreements have had some success in opening up other countries’ legal 

services markets despite resistance from legal professions in those jurisdictions. 

The SRA has published a thematic review of trust and company service providers. 

The review considers the misuse of these vehicles by criminals and terrorist organisations. It 

found that the majority of law firms are adequately meeting their obligations to tackle money 

laundering, but a significant majority are not doing enough, with some falling seriously short. 

26 firms were referred into the SRA’s disciplinary processes following the review. 

The CMA published its final report on the audit industry. It recommended an operational 

split between the Big Four’s audit and non-audit businesses, mandatory ‘joint audit’ to 

enable firms outside the Big Four to develop the capacity needed to review the UK’s biggest 

companies, and the introduction of statutory regulatory powers to increase accountability of 

companies’ audit committees. It said that legislation is required to give proper effect to these 

changes and called for a review of progress by the regulator after five years. Government is 

due to respond to CMA market study recommendations within 90 days, which it is likely to do 

alongside considering reforms proposed by the Kingman review, the Brydon review, the 

BEIS Select Committee and other reforms proposed by the Financial Reporting Council. 

 

  

Annex B 



Political developments affecting the justice sector 

In a reshuffle Robert Buckland has been replaced as solicitor general by Lucy Frazer 

QC, formerly under secretary of state for justice. A non-lawyer, Paul Maynard, replaces her 

with a portfolio including court services and reform, legal aid, criminal and family justice. 

Dame Vera Baird has been appointed the new Victims’ Commissioner and will take over 

the role from Baroness Newlove in mid-June 2019. 

In evidence to the Justice Select Committee, lawyers’ groups have argued that court 

modernisation is undermining accessing to justice. Among the reasons were a lack of 

judges and court staff, faulty technology, inappropriate use of video links, and the ‘assisted 

digital service’ provided by HMCTS which had ‘not been a help at all’. 

The Ministry of Justice is consulting on extending the fixed recoverable costs (FRC) 

regime for civil cases. FRC prescribe the amount of damages that can be claimed back 

from a losing party in civil litigation; they are a way of controlling the legal costs by giving 

certainty in advance (by reference to grids of costs). FRC currently operate in most low value 

personal injury claims, but following recommendations by Lord Justice Jackson, the 

government is consulting on proposals to extend FRC across a wide range of other cases. 

The government is consulting on the law underpinning smart contracts. It is asking 

whether digital assets and private (encryption) keys should be characterised as personal 

property and addresses the circumstances under which smart contracts written partly or 

entirely in computer code should give rise to binding legal obligations. Separately, Geoffrey 

Vos, Chancellor of the High Court, predicted that English law is poised to capitalise on vast 

numbers of smart legal contracts. He said all that the legal certainty necessary to open the 

floodgates was missing, but all that was needed was “to remove by legislation only the most 

fundamental legal impediments, leaving the common law to do the rest”. He also argued that 

a new legal and regulatory regime was not necessary for smart contracts. 

The Lord Chancellor has signalled he is willing to increase the judicial retirement age 

from 70 to 72, both to retain existing judges and to encourage new recruits.  

The Justice Select Committee has recommended the government introduce a new 

regulator for the bailiff industry and establish an independent complaints body. The 

recommendations follow a long campaign by Citizens Advice on this issue. 

 

Regulatory and wider policy developments 

Stephanie Boyce has been elected as deputy vice president of the Law Society. She 

will become the first ethnic minority leader of the Society when becoming president in 2021. 

She runs an in-house lawyer consultancy that advises on the management of not-for-profit 

organisations and has previously worked at the ACCA and Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. 

Baroness Deech (former chair of the BSB) and journalist Joshua Rozenberg have 

been appointed as non-executive board members to the Law Commission. 

The Legal Ombudsman has published a revised publication on costs complaints. It 

suggests lawyers should provide clients with a cost benefit analysis so they can understand 

the choices available to them, such as whether to continue to pursue litigation. 13% of the 

complaints it received in 2018-19 related to costs. 



The CLC is consulting on plans to allow third-party managed accounts (TPMAs) as an 

alternative to licensed conveyancers handling client money directly. Solicitors have been 

able to hold money in such accounts since 2017, with the SRA introducing new rules in 

November to facilitate them further. Meanwhile, Shieldpay, a leading payment processor, 

has published a white paper suggesting that the LSB or Financial Conduct Authority could 

lead an initiative to develop common standards for TPMAs. It argued that interoperability 

with other providers was essential if the benefits TPMAs offered were to be “adopted at 

scale” across the property market. 

The chair of the Criminal Bar Association has called for an emergency courts shut-

down so that a summit can take place to identify ‘sustainable solutions’ to problems that 

‘diminish and tarnish’ the criminal justice system. Meanwhile, almost all prosecuting 

barristers responding to a survey by the Association said they were prepared to take 

industrial action over remuneration rates. Further, eight in ten respondents said they did not 

feel valued by the Crown Prosecution Service. 

A new trade union has been created to represent legal sector workers. The Legal 

Sector Workers United (LSWU) is part of United Voices of the World, a union founded in 

2014 that has had success in representing people working in outsourced industries in 

London. LSWU said it wanted to represent all workers in the sector, including cleaners and 

paralegals, as well as trainee and practising lawyers. It has initially targeted the issues of 

poverty pay and wage inequality, which it argued were particularly affecting junior workers. 

In an effort to boost judicial diversity, the Judicial Diversity Forum has launched the Pre-

Application Judicial Education programme to help lawyers develop their understanding of the 

role and skills required of a judge, before they apply. The programme will provide advice to 

applicants on how to prepare for the next step in their career as well covering a range of 

topics necessary to being a judge including judgecraft, ethics and resilience. 

A Law Society report following men-only roundtables has made recommendations to 

achieve gender equality. These include replacing assessed billable targets with ‘high 

impact assignments’, use of technology to allocate work fairly and universal access to 

flexible working arrangements. 

A new campaign, #SupportingSolicitors, has been launched to promote the help 

available to solicitors facing professional and personal challenges. It has been put 

together jointly by the Law Society, the SRA, wellbeing charity LawCare, SBA The Solicitors’ 

Charity – which supports those in serious financial need with grants – and the Solicitors 

Assistance Scheme, a service that helps those facing disciplinary and regulatory issues. 

The SRA has launched its Legal Access Challenge competition – to distribute the 

£700,000 grant it secured from the Regulators’ Pioneer Fund. Applications are being sought 

from those developing solutions, with the onus on ideas that have a direct impact on access 

to justice by consumers, rather than simplifying the process from practitioners’ point of view. 

Finalists will be awarded a £50,000 development grant in September and then pitch their 

idea to judges in March/April 2020, when the winner will receive a further £50,000. 

A report by US-based Partnership on AI (PAI) has argued that bias and inaccuracy render AI 

algorithmic criminal justice tools unsuitable for assessing risk when making decisions on 

whether to imprison people or release them. The PAI report was prompted by a California 

Senate bill, which would mandate the use of statistical and machine learning risk 

assessment tools for pre-trial detention decisions. 



The Law Society of Ireland has dropped a requirement for solicitors to have an 

‘establishment’ in the jurisdiction in order to practice there. Meanwhile solicitors in 

England and Wales continue to join the Irish roll in significant numbers, with the number of 

applications for practising rights at its highest level since the immediate aftermath of the UK 

vote to leave the EU. According to the Law Society of Ireland, 2,772 England and Wales 

solicitors have now been admitted with a further 700 applications being processed. 

The Junior Lawyers Division of the Law Society has written to the SRA asking them to 

regulate the work experience element of the SQE. It argued the SRA’s decision not to 

regulate training contracts and principals could lead to future trainees being exploited. 

The Inns of Court are to re-enter the student training market. It claims their course will 

be 30% cheaper than the current BPTC and they will operate on a not-for-profit basis. 

MedCo, the body that facilitates the sourcing of medical reports in whiplash cases, has 

argued that the government should consider regulating medical agencies supplying 

solicitors with expert reports. It said there was evidence of misrepresentation, dishonesty 

and fraud, and argued regulation would ensuring reporting of the highest quality. There has 

recently been a significant shrinking of the market for medical reporting organisations, down 

from 120 in December 2017 to 54 currently. 

The Law Society has told the Commission on Justice in Wales that a wholly separate Welsh 

legal jurisdiction could be detrimental to lawyers in Wales and for the nation’s prosperity. 

It argued the move would mean Wales misses out on wider benefits and “could be perceived 

as a difficult place to do business”. The Society also stressed its opposition to the creation of 

a different regulatory system for Wales. It also recommended that the Welsh Government be 

proactive in developing a way to accommodate Welsh law and the specific needs of Wales, 

without creating extra barriers or restricting lawyers’ ability to work cross-border. 

Lord Justice Jackson has called for an overhaul of the system for clinical negligence 

claims. He suggested that claims could be handled by a tribunal under a new test for liability 

of whether the patient has suffered ‘reasonably avoidable injury’. He also called for the 

various disciplinary tribunals for health professionals to be abolished and instead brought 

within the general tribunals system in a new clinical chamber. 

The Financial Conduct Authority has begun a review of the financial advice market. 

The initiative will evaluate the impact of the Retail Distribution Review and Financial Advice 

Market Review, as well as assess how the market may develop in the future. Separately, in 

a consultation on mortgage advice and selling standards, it is proposing that mortgage firms 

will be limited to factual information only when discussing panel solicitors with consumers. 

 

Market developments 

PwC is the latest major player to set up an incubator for lawtech start-ups.  

Scale|LawTech is a 10-week programme of support involving: curated events for founders to 

meet and pitch to industry; group ‘masterclasses’ providing insights from PwC and industry 

experts; and support, including coaching and business support. 

The Bar Council of Delhi has issued an interim order that prevents the Big Four 

professional services firms practising law in India. The Council’s ruling follows a 

complaint by the president of the Society of Indian Law Firms claiming that the Advocates 

Act 1961 prevents audit firms and accountants from offering legal services. 



Tap the Market, an online service matching helping in-house lawyers to select 

external law firms, has been launched. The platform asks in-house lawyers questions 

about the type of work they are looking for and allows them to compare proposals from a 

number of lawyers. The service is free to use for in-house lawyers, and funded by a 

commission of 5-10% paid by the law firms which are instructed. 

Brokers are reporting that larger law firms are paying over a third more for professional 

indemnity insurance since last year. The increases are driven in part by an increase in the 

value and complexity of claims. However, the increase for smaller practices is only 3%. 

 

Market intelligence and research 

A Law Society survey has found mid-sized law firms recorded solid growth last year 

of 4.2%. The firms recorded a median fee income per equity partner of £690,778, an 

increase of 6.4% on 2017, although smaller firms generally saw much lower results. 

Analysis by the Law Society has exposed so-called ‘housing advice deserts’. Over half of 

the population of England and Wales is living in a local authority that has one or no housing 

legal aid provider. The Society is concerned that people will not be able to afford to travel, 

providers may not have sufficient capacity to help everyone and conflicts of interest may 

prevent providers from acting for both a landlord and their tenant. Addressing a House of 

Lords committee, the Lord Chancellor countered that housing advice remains available via a 

telephone service and procurement processes were filling some of the gaps. 

IRN’s annual consumer survey has found a large majority of consumers are more likely 

to use law firms that publish their fees online. 6 in 10 respondents said they would be 

prepared to use freelance solicitors, although more than half were concerned they might not 

offer the same consumer protections. Only 22% knew whether their provider was regulated 

and even fewer (12%) that they could take a complaint to the Legal Ombudsman. 

A study by Melbourne University for the Victorian Legal Services Board has found that older, 

male lawyers working outside of major urban areas are the most likely to face a formal 

complaint, despite women comprising half of the legal workforce. It is thought to be the 

first comprehensive study of risk factors for complaints against legal practitioners spanning a 

decade of complaint and disciplinary records. Nearly half the complaints involved lawyers 

with trust account authority. The study also found three complaint issues featured heavily: 

the cost of legal services, competence and diligence, and ethical matters. 

The number of inheritance disputes heard in the High Court increased from 227 in 

2018 to 368 in 2019. Nockolds Solicitors argued that the rise was largely due to the 

popularity of DIY wills and probate, which often contain errors and omissions. 

The Land Registry has recorded a rise in digital mortgages since opening up its 

paperless service to more conveyancers. The ‘Sign your mortgage deed’ service removes 

the need for paper mortgage deeds that need to be witnessed and returned by post. 



Market intelligence and research 
CHANGES SINCE LAST BOARD MEETING IN BLUE ITALICS 

 
Indicator of success Source 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Promoting the public interest through ensuring independent, effective and proportionate regulation 

LSB expenditure LSB £4,578k £4,264k £4,266k £3,921k £3,587k £3,525k £3,470k  

LSB levy per authorised person LSB £31.65 £27.97 £25.36 £24.71 £21.55 £18.83 £19.00 £20.01 

Public trust lawyers to tell the truth O LSCP 43% A 42% 43% 47% A 42% A 45% 45%  

Public confident consumer rights protected O LSCP 49% 46% 46% 50% A 46% A 48% 49%  

Making it easier for all consumers to access the services they need and get redress 

No action when have legal issue: Individuals O LSB 15% 14% 13% 14%     

Levels of shopping around: Individuals O LSCP 22% 22% 24% 25% 25% 27% B 27%  

Use of comparison/feedback sites: Individuals O LSCP 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% B 2%B  

Ease of shopping around: Individuals O LSCP 57% 55% 54% 57% 57% 47% B 58%A  

Overall service satisfaction: Individuals O LSCP 79% 80% 79%  78% 80% 80%  84% A,B  

Providers publish prices on websites O LSB     18% 18%   

Consumers who do nothing when dissatisfied O  LSCP 42% 44% 44% 42% 35% 49% A 35% A,B  

Public confidence in complaining about lawyers O LSCP 49% 44% A 45% 48% 43% A 44% 45% B  

No action when have legal issue: SMEs O LSB  8%  9%  10% B   

Levels of shopping around: SMEs O LSB      22%   

Ease of finding provider: SMEs O LSB    25%  50%   

Lawyers perceived as cost-effective: SMEs O LSB  12%  14%  11% A   

Increasing innovation, growth and the diversity of services and providers 

UK wide legal services turnover (uninflated) ONS £27.9bn £30.4bn £30.8bn £31.6bn £32.4bn £33.3bn   

Number of active ABS LAs  68 236 373 618 837 1,091 1,244  

Level of service innovation (over 3yrs) O LSB    28%   26%  

Regulation seen as barrier to service innovation O  LSB    50%   40% A,B  

Firms state reduced prices in last 12 months O LSB     4% 4%   

Net exports of UK legal services ONS £3.0bn £3.2bn £3.8bn £4.4bn £3.9bn £4.0bn   

Non-UK litigants using Commercial Court Portland 70% 71% 77% 63% 66% 72% 59%  

 

KEY: O = Survey source, A = Significant differences to previous figure, B = Significant differences between oldest and newest figure 


